Born to Farm
Farming and ranching are the most hereditary jobs in the US. A recent study showed 56.3% of farmers
and ranchers are most likely to have a parent do the same.
By being born into it, and raised to farm, farmers can lay claim to being some of the most experienced
professionals out there. Experience is the key ingredient that helps ensure long term sustainability. It is
what drives decision making. It is often the difference between failure and success!
Experience is what motivated Farmada™ to
develop the Elxir ™ fertilizer bar. The first four
founding members of Farmada™ have over 100
years of experience developing, manufacturing,
selling, and marketing agricultural implements!
We saw the market need for versatile and costeffective toolbars and proceeded to develop the
5 section Elxir™ fertilizer bar:

Key Features of 40 ft 5-section Elxir™ toolbar from Farmada™
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Elxir™ Precise Depth Control Mechanism

Standard Features







1 ¾”/4.45cm medium carbon steel shaft
4”/10.2cm vertical travel of blade and shank
Up to 800 lb/362 kg of down pressure
Shanks and knives consist of 5160 USA made spring steel
Shanks accept industry standard knives
Maximum utility of sealers – they can run in multiple blade
positions, angles or even as “hippers”
Options
 20”/50cm smooth or wavy blades coulter blades
 14”/35.5cm to 18”/45.75cm notched or smooth sealer blades
 450 styles of knives for virtually any agronomy plan: NH3, liquid,
dry, Nutrisphere or any fertilizer combination!

Machine Description
Row Spacing
Number of rows
Weight lbs
Transport width
Transport height
Transport length
Transport clearance
Drawbar horsepower
Tine depth
Disk depth
Gauge wheel tires
Transport tires
Row unit weight
Notes

5-Section 40 ft Fertilizer Bar
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14,126 **14,458 16,782 17,114 14,126 **14,458 16,118 12,134 12,798 13,462
193"/490cm
149"/378cm
221 1/4"/562cm
13"/33cm
200 +
6"/15 cm or less
3 1/2 "/8.9cm or less
6 tires 20.5x8
9.5Lx15
332 lbs
**Weight calculated off 17 row unit plus/minus 332 lb per row.
Actual dimensions may vary slightly.
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